From Concept to Finished Product
Your Partner in Quality!

ISO 9001: Registered

millerprecision.com
MPI is one of a few ISO 9001:2000 accredited machine shops in Ohio and the surrounding area. We do more than simply make your parts “within tolerances”, we have made producing quality parts for our customers a full-time effort.

From the minute you bring us your product design, we are your partner in success.

**Complete Machining Capabilities**

Over the years, MPI has continually expanded our production capabilities to better serve an ever growing and diverse customer base. Today, MPI offers a full compliment of precision machining operations - including turning, drilling, tapping, milling, and boring. Our primary machining groups are designed to optimize material and product flow and are organized as follows:

- Horizontal Mills
- Vertical Mills
- Swiss-turn Lathes
- OD Grinding
- Bar-fed Lathes

**State-of-the-Art Equipment**

MPI is constantly upgrading production and testing equipment. We utilize only the best machinery and equipment available.

- Current with the Latest Machining Technology
- Constantly testing new tooling and inserts
- CAD/CAM programs

**Value Added Service and Solutions**

Miller Precision Manufacturing Industries doesn’t stop at machining to print. In order to serve customers needs and maintain flexibility, MPI performs the following services to our client base:

- Inventory Management
- Warehousing and trucking
- Assembly/Kitting Functions
- Fabrication
- Project Management

Precision
**Comprehensive Order Maintenance**

For efficient order processing, MPI utilizes an electronic order entry and tracking system. At the beginning of production, we digitize your drawings and establish a formal product routing/handling sequence. All project information is stored under a unique job number within our computer system for current and future use. During production, we carefully document each phase of your product’s manufacture for traceability purposes.

---

**Quality Department**

Our quality department is staffed with over 30 years of experience with state of the art metrology testing equipment. This enables us to meet our customers most exacting needs for quality reliable performance and with product turn around. We have real time data collection for SPC is available on the shop floor and in the lab.

- Hardness testing equipment
- Profilometer for stringent finish requirements with SPC capability
- Indicating micrometers
- Gauge Calibration tractability to NIST standards

---

**Responsive Customer Service and Support**

At MPI, our priority is customer-centered service that meets or exceeds your specific project goals. Along with machining and product manufacturing, MPI works with a wide variety of outside services to provide a single-source solution for our customers. Heat Treatment and Surface coatings such as anodizing and paint are examples of the kinds of secondary processes that we routinely work with at MPI. Knowing that we work with the best in the business ensures the customer a quality product.
Since 1988, a commitment to delivering precision machined products and superior manufacturing services has enabled Miller Precision manufacturing Industries (MPI) to grow from a small Northwest Ohio job shop to a full-service manufacturing facility serving the machined product needs of industries ranging from appliances to lift trucks to plastics.